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Yves Saint Laurent documentary traces last years of designer's career

He's always by the fashion designer's side, often preceding him as he enters the room, and doesn't seem to age as
years go by. Moujik, Yves Saint Laurent's black-and-white French bulldog, seems to be the only character that resists
the passing of time in "Celebration," a documentary by Olivier Meyrou on the couturier's last years at his fashion
house, out on Nov. 14 in France, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on WWD

BMW is holding sale talks for its branded credit-card unit

BMW AG may be getting out of the credit-card business. The world's second-biggest luxury carmaker has held talks
with banks as it considers a sale of its  credit-card portfolio, according to people familiar with the matter who asked
not to be identified because the discussions were private, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Rare Patek Philippe watch auctions for over $3.2 million

Christie's sold a rare Patek Philippe reference 2499 Serpico y Laino timepiece for CHF 3,252,500 (approximately
$3,221,376 at current exchange). The watch was sold by the descendants of the late owner, who bought the timepiece
from the famed jeweler, Serpico y Laino, founded in Caracas, Venezuela in 1925 by jeweler Leopoldo Serpico and
goldsmith Vicente Laino, says Robb Report.

Click here to read the entire story on Robb Report

Tesla's board chair change: its broader relevance

Tesla's SEC-mandated change in its board chairmanship has governance relevance beyond the company, its
shareholders and those who remain fascinated by the innovative but unpredictable Elon Musk. Indeed, Robyn
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Denholm's appointment serves as a highly-visible prompt for boards to revisit the role and function of the board
chair, says Forbes.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes
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